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invention relates to a method of determining the
distribution of a fluid within a container. 2.
Description of the Prior Art In containers which
are filled with a fluid which is allowed to flow out
of the container when the latter is inclined, the
distribution of the fluid is determined by means
of the conventional method, wherein the
container is placed in a tilted position and the free
surface of the fluid is observed by a detector. The
fluid runs off from the container until it flows out
of it, and this is called a bulk discharge. The
detection of the level of the free surface of the
fluid is the customary means for obtaining
information on the distribution of the fluid within
the container. In the case of containers whose
heights are small in relation to their volumes, the
fluid flows off under the effects of gravity, and
the distribution of the fluid is determined solely
by the said free surface. Thus, it has appeared
that it is no longer possible to obtain accurate
information on the distribution of the fluid within
the container. Such inaccuracies in the
measurement of the distribution of the
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How to make ng-class work with dynamic and
multi-valued parameters I have next AngularJS

expression that will be used in ng-class: ng-
class="{ 'error': report.comment.$error.password

&&!$scope.newPassword,
'success':!report.comment.$error.password

&&!$scope.newPassword }" The problem is that
newPassword must be either empty or must

match the password value. So my question is how
to make it to work for different passwords. I'm

using HTML5 validation which is very similar to
AngularJS validation so it will look like this: So I
added this "valid-password" attribute to make the

password is both required and min- and max-
length is not set. This is my current input HTML:
And it is working as expected for now. A: With

ng-class you can set the class on element on basis
of condition. Therefore, my suggestion is to use

ternary expression. ng-
class="{'error':report.comment.$error.password
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&&!$scope.newPassword,'success':!report.comm
ent.$error.password &&!$scope.newPassword}"

DEMO A: You can do it in this way:- ng-
class="{'error': report.comment.$error.password

&&!$scope.newPassword
||!report.comment.$error.password &&

$scope.newPassword}" Hexosaminidase II and
GM1 ganglioside are synthesized in and secreted

from the anterior pituit 3da54e8ca3
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